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Abstract
RAMP (Robotics and Automation MarketPlace) makes more effective the automation value chain for the
manufacturing industry by providing an open platform for manufacturing end-users and robotics solutions’
providers, with dynamic networking and interactions between the users, and facilitated by a pan-European network
of Digital Innovation Hubs.

RAMP helps cutting costs and reducing the knowledge and access gap between the manufacturing end-users
and robotics and automation in multiple ways. Among others, it consolidates all the robotics and automation value
chain in one place, allowing them to faster find the best solution and providers that fit their needs. Having the
needed relevant information of the providers easily accessible, and by reading their previous customers’
comments and feedback, it is easier to compare different offers and providers. Additional online tools facilitate
online co-creation of solutions, further cutting the initial phase costs and reducing the planning time.

On the other hand, solution providers, like robotics integrators, components suppliers, training providers and
funding support experts, gain access to a new international market and business opportunities. Manufacturing
end-users can now find them faster, while it is easier to communicate with more potential customers and gain
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offers to the end-users to whom they previously were unable to provide solutions. Lastly, RAMP collects open
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vendor dependence and lock-in.

Through the novel DIH (Digital Innovation Hub) and LER (Local Evangelist in Robotics) network service, both
manufacturing end-users and solution providers access a range of different services and regional support. This
includes for example specialised help for robotics and automation, regional ecosystem building, training, promotion
and prototyping and testing.

RAMP is not yet open for public access, but is in Beta testing version. Access to full functionality is granted only
to L4MS and DIH² project consortium partners.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

RAMP offers online access to a number of services that are either provided by the platform itself or by the DIH²
network. These services include:

· Finding with actors in the robotics and automation value chain (including manufacturing end-users and
solution providers like robotics integrators, Competence Centres, Digital Innovation Hubs, individual experts
etc.).

· Receiving and sending messages with other RAMP users.
· Personalised support in robotics and automation, provided by a network of Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs)

and individual experts, the Local Evangelists in Robotics (LERs).
· Support in finding funding experts, funding sources and investors.
· Access to relevant Open Calls for experiments with funding.
· Access to digitisation platforms for manufacturing, more specifically for agile production and for logistics.
· Online community of Questions-Answers around robotics and automation in manufacturing, deployment and

configuration of the relevant digitisation platforms, and in support of the relevant Open Calls.
· Rating and feedback between users, after a cooperation or service exchange between them.

Many services are available for all users, however to take advantage of all the benefits that are offered by RAMP,
the user must be registered.

Currently no new user registrations are allowed, as RAMP is in “closed beta” status.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
The scope of this document is to describe the services that are offered within the DIH² Marketplace v1.0, under the
brand of RAMP (Robotics and Automation MarketPlace). It also aims to be used as a tutorial on how to use the
respective services, and to describe what are the benefits of being a registered RAMP user versus non-registered.

The version described in this report reflects the status of the first prototype, which is closed to the public. Structural
changes and refinements in user experience design will follow up in the next versions.

1.2 RAMP OVERVIEW
RAMP makes more effective the automation value chain for the manufacturing industry by providing an open platform
for manufacturing end-users and robotics solutions’ providers, with dynamic networking and interactions between the
users, and facilitated by a pan-European network of Digital Innovation Hubs.

Within RAMP:

· Manufacturers gain access to robotics a digitization technologies to improve efficiency and productivity.
· Automation suppliers can reach their customers faster and access a larger market.

The following services are offered in the RAMP Marketplace v1.0 (release DIH² Marketplace v1.0):

· Finding with actors in the robotics and automation value chain (including manufacturing end-users and
solution providers like robotics integrators, Competence Centres, Digital Innovation Hubs, individual experts
etc.).

· Receiving and sending messages with other RAMP users.
· Personalised support in robotics and automation, provided by a network of Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs)

and individual experts, the Local Evangelists in Robotics (LERs).
· Support in finding funding experts, funding sources and investors.
· Access to relevant Open Calls for experiments with funding.
· Access to digitisation platforms for manufacturing, more specifically for agile production and for logistics.
· Online community of Questions-Answers around robotics and automation in manufacturing, deployment and

configuration of the relevant digitisation platforms, and in support of the relevant Open Calls.
· Rating and feedback between users, after a cooperation or service exchange between them.

1.3 INTENDED AUDIENCE AND USE
The intended audience and the way RAMP will be used is summarised in the following table.

Audience Description of
the audience

Background How RAMP is intended to be used

Top
management

C-Suite Officers,
executives

Business · Find strategic partners in the robotics and automation
value chain

Middle
management

General and
region
managers

Business · Find strategic partners in the robotics and automation
value chain

· Find training and video tutorial resources
· Find funding and funding experts

First-line
management
– Business

Supervisors,
managers and
leaders of
business teams
and
departments

Business · Find suppliers and partners for robotics and automation
· Find nearby DIHs and experts for robotics and automation
· Find funding and funding experts
· Find training and video tutorials
· Ask business questions about robotics and automation

First-line
management
– Technical

Supervisors,
managers and
leaders of
technical teams
and
departments

Technical · Find suppliers and partners for robotics and automation
· Find nearby DIHs and experts for robotics and automation
· Access novel digitisation platforms
· Find training and video tutorials
· Ask technical questions about robotics and automation
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1.4 DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
The document is structured as follows:

· Chapter 1 includes the introduction to the document.
· Chapter 2 gives the ‘Getting started’ information on registering and logging in to RAMP.
· Chapter 3 is the elaborated catalogue of the RAMP services.
· Chapter 4 includes the next steps and schedule for the future RAMP releases.

This document, as well as the process for developing it, conform to ISO/IEC 26514:2008, “Systems and software
engineering -- Requirements for designers and developers of user documentation”.

1.5 TYPOGRAPHY
Italics font is used for messages or interface elements that you will see in the RAMP webpages exactly as referenced
in this document.

An info box is used to emphasize certain information that you need to have in mind and to address
frequently asked questions.

A more box gives information about more things that you can do, but which are not mandatory to
successfully use the services.

A warning gives information about user actions that need attention before taking them, as they may have
non-reversible effects. If possible, it also gives information on how to avoid these effects.

A known bug gives information about a system function that is not working as intended, but we are aware
of this and we are currently working to fix it. Information on working around the bug are also included.

1.6 GLOSSARY
Competence Centre
The Competence Centres are centres that excel in research at a specific domain, sub-domain or technology. They
also offer further services, sometimes acting also as Digital Innovation Hubs. See also DIH.

Digital Innovation Hub
See DIH.

DIH
The DIHs (Digital Innovation Hubs) are regional innovation centres that support businesses in their ecosystems in
applying digitization solutions. They may have a wide portfolio of services, like ecosystem building, networking, proof
of concept research, consulting, prototyping and testing facilities and others.

LER
The LERs (Local Evangelists in Robotics) are experts of the DIH² Network that provide face-to-face support to the
regional ecosystem.

Local Evangelist in Robotics
See LER.

Open Calls (for experiments)
Refer to open calls initiated by projects under the Horizon 2020 programme of the European Union. They usually
have specific challenges that need to be addressed, while the eligibility and evaluation criteria are defined specifically
for each Open Call.

Service exchange
A service exchange happens when a solution provider provides services to a manufacturer or when there is
cooperation between two solution providers.

1.7 CONTACT POINTS FOR REQUESTING ASSISTANCE AND REPORTING INCIDENTS
Ιn case of incidents or request for help, a relevant contact request should be sent by using the contact form that is
available within RAMP. Alternative method for non-registered users (currently) is by sending an email to the following
email addresses: Ali.Muhammad@vtt.fi, panagiotis.bouklis@eurodyn.com and anastasia.garbi@eurodyn.com.

mailto:Ali.Muhammad@vtt.fi
mailto:panagiotis.bouklis@eurodyn.com
mailto:anastasia.garbi@eurodyn.com
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2 GETTING STARTED
This chapter includes a first view of how the RAMP website looks like.

2.1 THE RAMP HOMEPAGE

Figure 1: The RAMP homepage

You can access RAMP via the URL www.RAMP.eu

The RAMP homepage contains the following elements to access further features (navigation menu):

· Find funding
· Find support
· The digital technologies
· About us
· Contact us
· Login
· Signup

Scrolling do the webpage, you can find important announcements.

Figure 2: Announcements at the RAMP homepage

2.2 HOW TO REGISTER
RAMP is currently in closed beta status, therefore registering is not currently allowed. Invitees to use the RAMP
features include the consortia of DIH² and L4MS project partners, as well as the application experiments from the
Open Calls of these two projects.

http://www.ramp.eu/
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Users without access see only a temporary page that informs that the platform is still under work (Figure 3). The
homepage also allows users to subscribe with their email address in order to get notified when RAMP is online for
the public.

Figure 3: RAMP homepage for the public
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3 SERVICES CATALOGUE
This chapter is the catalogue of services that are offered within RAMP. The description includes the following
information for each service:

· Targeted audience of the services,
· Difficulty of using the service (online), on a scale from 1 (for novice users) to 3 (for advanced users)
· Overview of the service,
· Step-by-step instructions on how to use the service,
· Information on how to undo certain actions when you make a mistake,
· Benefits of being a registered RAMP user versus the non-registered users.
· What further services you can access from this one.

3.1 FINDING ACTORS IN THE ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION VALUE CHAIN

Targeted audience Difficulty
þ Top level management
þ Middle management

þ First-line management – Business
þ First-line management – Technical

¤¤¡

3.1.1 OVERVIEW

This service allows you to search organizations, companies and individual experts who are registered to RAMP.
These include manufacturing companies and robotics and automation solution providers, like robotics integrators,
components suppliers, consultants. It also includes Digital Innovation Hubs and Competence Centres, as well as
providers for other expertise, like funding, training, cyber-security etc.

Filters can be used while in search to look for the appropriate actors in the robotics and automation value chain. The
filters are:

· Top-level category of main business as below:
o Manufacturer
o Solution provider (optionally with subcategories)

§ Consultant
§ Competence Centre/DIH
§ Components supplier
§ Robotics integrator
§ Training provider
§ Financial support expert

o Association
· Industry
· Country
· Value-Added services as below:

o Access to funding and investors
o Awareness creation
o Collaborative R&D
o Cyber-security
o Data protection
o Ecosystem building, scouting, brokerage, networking
o Education and skills development
o Ethics
o IP Management
o Promotion and marketing
o Testing, prototyping and validation

The Industry field reflects the following for each category (main business):
· For manufacturers, it is the industry of their factory.
· For solution providers, it reflects the industries where they have experience in applying solutions
· For associations, it is the main industries of its members.
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3.1.2 INSTRUCTIONS

� Click the Find support item at the navigation menu. � Click the Online catalogue button.

� Enter organization name in the text box if you are
looking for someone specific, or leave empty to search
based on criteria.

� Select the filters you want based on the criteria of
your search.

� Press the magnifier button, next to the text box. � You can now view the list of registered
organizations and individuals that match your criteria.

If you want to change the way that the results are sorted, you can choose your preference (Organization
name, category, subcategory, location, popularity) at the respective drop-down menu (Sort by)

If you want to change the number of the results that are shown in each search results page, you can
choose your preference (5, 10, 20) at the respective drop-down menu (Results per page).

The Category reflects the main business of the organisation, but further services may be provided, as
indicated in the Value-added services field. Read through the Value-added services before doing blind
search with the user category.

For example, training may be offered not only by Training providers, but also by Competence Cetres/DIHs
and robotics integrators. If you want to view anyone that offers training you should use the Value-added
services filter. If on the other hand you want to view only the organizations whose main business is training,
then you should use the Category filter.

3.1.3 HOW TO UNDO

· If you entered an organization name for search but no longer want to use it, delete the text from the search
box and press the magnifier button again.
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· If you change your mind about the filters that you want to use, select/de-select the desired filters and press
the magnifier button again.

· If you want to start from the beginning, reload/refresh the search page.

3.1.4 BENEFITS OF REGISTERED USERS

The service is offered at its full functionality only to registered users.

Non-registered users can view only the total number of the RAMP entries that match their criteria.

3.1.5 WHAT TO DO NEXT

· If you don’t know where to start or what you can search, you can access the Local Evangelist in Robotics list
/ map, by clicking the relevant link at the top of the page. (see §3.3)

· If you want to view more information about an entry, press the  button. A window opens, and you can do
the following:

o View further information.
o Claim a ‘Service exchange’, by clicking the Have you worked together? buton.
o Send a message, by writing your message in the text box, and clicking the Send button.

3.2 RECEIVING AND SENDING MESSAGES

Targeted audience Difficulty
þ Top level management
þ Middle management

þ First-line management – Business
þ First-line management – Technical

¤¡¡

3.2.1 OVERVIEW

This service allows you to receive and send messages to other RAMP users.

More than one persons may be associated with an organization. If you send a message to an organization,
all the associated users will receive it.

3.2.2 INSTRUCTIONS

To send a message

� Search a user or organization by name or desired
criteria. (see §3.1)

� Press the  button to open the profile window.

� Write your message in the text box � Press the Send button
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To read and reply to messages

� Go to your Dashboard. � Select Messages.

� You can view the different users that have sent
you a message at the left column, and the respective
messages at the message window.

� You can send a new message using the text box at the
bottom.

� Press the Send button or press Enter at your
keyboard.

Pressing enter at your keyboard will send the message. You cannot delete the message once it has been
sent.

Try to send short messages, below 249 characters. If you pass the limit you will see an error, but you will
not lose the text you typed. We will fix the error message, so that you understand that there was an error
about the character limit, instead of the Undefined error you see now.

3.2.3 HOW TO UNDO

You cannot delete a message after you have sent it.

3.2.4 BENEFITS OF REGISTERED USERS

The service is offered only to registered users.
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3.2.5 WHAT TO DO NEXT

When someone sends you a message a notification will appear at your Dashboard. Likewise, when you send a
message to another RAMP user, a notification will appear to their Dashboard.

3.3 DIH AND LER NETWORK

Targeted audience Difficulty
o Top level management
o Middle management

þ First-line management – Business
þ First-line management – Technical

¤¡¡

3.3.1 OVERVIEW

The DIH and LER network is a novel service offered within RAMP. It allows you to find a Digital Innovation Hub or/and
an expert (Local Evangelist in Robotics) in your region. The local DIH/LER can provide you with face-to-face support
regarding knowing more and deploying robotics and automation solutions, as well as help you build your ecosystem
and bring you into contact with other peers in your region and beyond, which are needed for your specific case.

3.3.2 INSTRUCTIONS

� Click the Find support item at the navigation menu. � Click the Local Evangelists in Robotics button.

� You can now view the nodes of the DIH² Network
along with the respective LERs.

3.3.3 BENEFITS OF REGISTERED USERS

The map and list of the DIH/LER network nodes can be viewed by all users. However registered users can proceed
further, for example send a message to a LER.

The functionality is not yet deployed in RAMP. It is however in progress and will soon be available. At the
moment please use the Contact feature (§3.9) to establish a connection with your closest LER.

3.3.4 WHAT TO DO NEXT

After you have found the closest LER to you, you can contact us to establish the connection and ask for support (see
§3.9).
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3.4 FUNDING SUPPORT

Targeted audience Difficulty
o Top level management
þ Middle management

þ First-line management – Business
o First-line management – Technical

¤¡¡

3.4.1 OVERVIEW

RAMP provides resources for Funding related issues by the following means:

· Access to funding and accelerator support experts
· Access to testing and prototyping facilities
· Access to Open Calls for experiments

3.4.2 INSTRUCTIONS

Access to funding and accelerator support experts
Offered through using the relevant filter criteria at the finding actors in the robotics and automation value chain service
(see §3.1). The filters that should be used are:

· To find organizations and experts whose main business is funding support, select Financial support expert in
category

· To find any organization or expert who provides funding support as a service, select Access to Funding and
Investors in Value-added services.

Access to testing and prototyping facilities
Offered through using the relevant filter criteria at the finding actors in the robotics and automation value chain service
(see §3.1). Select Testing, prototyping and validation in Value-added services.

Access to Open Calls for experiments
See §3.5.

You can find direct links to the above, by clicking Funding at the top navigation menu. A webpage will
appear that has the respective links for each case.

3.4.3 BENEFITS OF REGISTERED USERS

The service is offered through other services, as referenced per case above. The benefits for registered users are
described in the respective services.

3.5 OPEN CALLS FOR EXPERIMENTS

Targeted audience Difficulty
o Top level management
þ Middle management

þ First-line management – Business
þ First-line management – Technical

¤¤¤

3.5.1 OVERVIEW

In certain time durations, Open Call for experiments supported by RAMP may be active. These allow you to submit
proposals for specific calls and get funding. For the specific details for each call, you should read the respective
documents, available at the relevant page of the open call application.
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3.5.2 INSTRUCTIONS

� Click the Find Funding item at the navigation menu. � Click on the respective call button to go to the open
call submission portal

A new window will open to redirect you to the respective Open Call webpage. Guidelines and requirements
for each open call can be found in the respective webpages.

When RAMP is open for the public, it will be possible to use your RAMP account to apply to the Open
Calls. For now, you should create a new account in the respective Open Call webpage.

3.5.3 BENEFITS OF REGISTERED USERS

The service is accessible only to users who are registered either to RAMP or to the Open Call platform.

Registered users will be directly start their application to the Open Calls by using their RAMP account (Single-Sign
On) (when RAMP registrations are open).

Non-registered users will need to create an account to the Open Call platform, which however will not give them
access to the rest of the RAMP services.

3.5.4 WHAT TO DO NEXT

It’s common that Open Calls for experiments require consortiums instead of individual applications. You can use the
rest of the RAMP services, like finding actors in the robotics and automation value chain (see §3.1) or the DIH/LER
network (see §3.3) to find partners and form consortia.

3.6 DIGITIZATION PLATFORMS

Targeted audience Difficulty
o Top level management
o Middle management

o First-line management – Business
þ First-line management – Technical

¤¤¤

3.6.1 OVERVIEW

RAMP offers access to free platforms for digitization in manufacturing. These are:

· COPRA-AP (Common Open Platform Reference Architecture for Agile Production): COPRA-AP is a
reference system architecture that allows SMEs to step into Industry 4.0 without large-scale changes in their
current production equipment. It allows the integration of heterogeneous systems, robots, automation
equipment and sensors under a common platform. This concept relies on the integration of multiple platform
technologies following a “platform of platforms” approach.

· OPIL (Open Platform for Innovation in Logistics): OPIL is an open industrial IoT platform that will enable
complete virtualization of the intra-factory logistics automation and will accelerate the innovation processes
in SMEs. The digitalization will allow the cost-effective deployment of exceptionally small and flexible logistics
solutions requiring no infrastructure change, no production downtime and no in-house expertise, while making
investment in logistics automation extremely attractive for manufacturing SMEs.

The access is given by the following means:

· Free download of packages
· Access to documentation
· Q&A Community (see §3.7)
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3.6.2 INSTRUCTIONS

� Click the The digital technologies item at the
navigation menu.

� Click on the platform you are interested in, to
access more information, packages for download and
documentation

3.6.3 BENEFITS OF REGISTERED USERS

The service is offered at the same level for both registered and non-registered users. However registered users can
ask relevant technical questions to the Q&A community. (see §3.7)

3.6.4 WHAT TO DO NEXT

After downloading a package you can install it in your equipment and test it in real-life. Read the documentation to
gain insights and tips on installing, configuring and deploying the digitization solutions. Post a question to the Q&A
Community tool (see §3.7) if you face problems.

3.7 Q&A COMMUNITY

Targeted audience Difficulty
o Top level management
þ Middle management

þ First-line management – Business
þ First-line management – Technical

¤¡¡

3.7.1 OVERVIEW

The Q&A Community tool allows you to post questions around robotics and automation in manufacturing and receive
answers by the other RAMP users and experts. You can also answer to other users, to share your expertise and
experience.

The Q&A Community tool is publicly accessible. Be sure that you do not include confidential information
in your posts (questions and replies)

3.7.2 INSTRUCTIONS

To ask a question

� Click the Find support item at the navigation menu. � Click the Q&A Community button.
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� Click the Ask a question button � Fill in the fields (Subject, category, tags/keywords
and question details)

� Press the Post your question button

To view and answer to a question

� Click the Find item at the navigation menu. � Click the Q&A Community button.

� Click on the question you want to view and
optionally post an answer.

� Write your answer at the text field at the bottom.
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� Press the Post your answer button

To search questions and answers

� Click the Find support item at the navigation menu. � Click the Q&A Community button.

� Type your search term at the search box.

You can rate other users’ questions and answers by clicking the Rate button for a question or the Rate
this answer link for the answers.

At the bottom right of each post (question or answer) you can see who it the post author.

The Q&A Community tool is moderated by the RAMP team. Abusive or spam posts will be deleted.

The search function for the Q&A Community currently searches only in the post text. We will soon expand
this to include tags/keywords

3.7.3 HOW TO UNDO

You can edit a post (question or answer) by clicking the Edit post link in the respective post.

3.7.4 BENEFITS OF REGISTERED USERS

Registered users can view and post questions and answers.

Non-registered users can only view the Q&A threads.
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3.7.5 WHAT TO DO NEXT

Come back to your posts to see the question and answers of other RAMP users. Rate them so that the next readers
will identify which are the most useful posts.

3.8 LEAVING RATING AND FEEDBACK

Targeted audience Difficulty
o Top level management
o Middle management

þ First-line management – Business
þ First-line management – Technical

¤¤¤

3.8.1 OVERVIEW

This service allows you to post and receive rating and feedback comments from other users. In order for the feature
to be active, the service exchange has first to be confirmed by both parties.

3.8.2 INSTRUCTIONS

To claim a service exchange

� Click the Find support item at the navigation menu. � Search a user or organization by name or desired
criteria. (see §3.1)

� Click the  button to open the profile window. � Click the Already worked with them? button.
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� Write a summary of how you have been working
with this organization / person and click the Submit
button.

A notification will appear to the other user’s dashboard. If they confirm your claim, then the service exchange will be
confirmed and you will be able to leave rating and text feedback on each other.

To view and confirm a service exchange claim made by another party

� Go to your Dashboard. � View the information of the claim and click the
button if the claim is correct.

� The service exchange is now confirmed.

To leave rating and feedback

� Go to your Dashboard. � Select Exchange history

� Click on the  button where you want to leave
rating or/and feedback

� Select your rating and write your feedback and click
the Submit button

� Your rating and text feedback has been recorded.

The ratings and feedback comments are public. Make sure that you do not include any confidential
information. Also abusive comments will be immediately removed by the RAMP team. If you want to
request further communication with a user, use the messaging service instead. (see §3.2)

The ratings are currently hidden, but will be publicly visible in the future RAMP releases.

3.9 CONTACT

Targeted audience Difficulty
þ Top level management
þ Middle management

þ First-line management – Business
þ First-line management – Technical

¤¡¡

3.9.1 OVERVIEW

This service allows you to contact the RAMP team, selecting from a pre-defined list of subjects.

3.9.2 INSTRUCTIONS

� Click the Contact us item at the navigation menu. � Select a subject from the drop-down list.

� Write your message. � Click the Submit button
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3.9.3 HOW TO UNDO

You cannot delete a message to the RAMP team after it has been sent.

3.9.4 BENEFITS OF REGISTERED USERS

Registered users can use the online form to contact the RAMP team.

Non-registered users need to use an email address to contact the RAMP team. Under certain circumstances, like
email content, source IP etc., the email may be blocked or filtered by the spam filter of the RAMP team. Therefore, it
is recommended to use the online form.

3.9.5 WHAT TO DO NEXT

The RAMP team will soon contact you with a message in RAMP (see §3.2) to respond to your request.
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4 WHAT’S NEXT

4.1 “COMING SOON” FEATURES
The “coming soon” features, i.e. which are expected to be online up to the next release (December 2019) are:

· Investment diagnostic tool, which will provide a suggestion for the best fundraising strategy based on a set
of questions that the user has to answer for their organization.

· Request For Offer (RFO) tool, which will allow the user to draw the layout and material transports within
their factory, including a form with data input. The tool will export a RFO for logistics automation document
which will be sent on user’s demand, either to all solution providers or to specific solution providers. The form
has been developed in such a way that it is possible to make budgetary offers based on the data included.

· Offer-match-demand tool, through which RAMP will give access to further contacts offline, on an on-demand
basis.

· Training platform and material, accessible online (Massive Online Open Courses – MOOC)
· Interactive first-time tutorial
· Email notifications (digest) for new messages.
· Type-ahead style search suggestions
· Revamped user dashboard

4.2 RELEASE PLAN
RAMP release planning is connected with the releases planned by the two projects that support its development,
more specifically the L4MS (grant agreement No 767642) and DIH² (grant agreement No 824964) projects. The
future release plan is summarized at the following table. Intermediate releases and on-the-fly modifications may be
developed on an as-needed basis:

Estimated date Supporting project and version
June 2019 DIH² Marketplace v1.0
December 2019 L4MS Marketplace v3.0
December 2020 L4MS Marketplace v4.0
February 2021 DIH² Marketplace v2.0
September 2022 DIH² Marketplace v3.0
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ANNEX A. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF WORK CARRIED OUT

The RAMP Marketplace has been developed within the work of L4MS (grant agreement No 767642) and DIH² (grant
agreement No 824964) projects. This annex acknowledges what work has been carried out in the scope of each
project.

Features developed within L4MS project (L4MS Marketplace v1.0 and v2.0)

· Database design
· Search catalogue, filters, option lists and related functions
· User management, registering , logging in and related functions
· Webpages about L4MS and OPIL
· Contact form and related functions
· Profile information window
· Messaging
· Tracking service exchanges
· Rating and feedback
· Approving solution providers interface (administrative)
· Q&A Community tool and related user and administrative functions
· Initial user dashboard, including profile edit, notifications and other related functions
· Single Sign-On for the Open Call portal, using the OAuth2 protocol

Features developed within the DIH² project (DIH² Marketplace v1.0)

· Major re-development of brand new layout and graphical design for RAMP
· DIH/LERs network
· Funding support
· The digital platforms
· Related projects
· Re-design of database
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